TrackNKnow is a leading GPS system, designed
and developed by ArnAmy,Inc, a US based IT
company. Mission of TrackNKnow is to empower
users with mobility features through accurate and
efficient GPS solutions.

KEY FEATURES
AUTOMATED EVENT ALERTS
These days, it is crucial to check state of assets and their
movements. This GPS software helps users to track and
monitor their assets with automated event alerts.

GEOFENCING

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
TrackNKnow features an intuitive GUI/dashboard to identify
a vehicle or set of vehicles based on various parameters.

TRIP RECORDER

Fencing allows setting location limits aka virtual perimeter so
that can be monitored and tracked to avoid misuse and the
fraud. These Geo-fences when crossed by an equipped vehicle
or person can trigger a warning to the user or operator via SMS
or email.

TrackNKnow features a trip recording ability and allowing
to play historical trips and viewing reports with details such
as distance travelled, motion hours, stop hours, idle hours,
speed limits, max speed counts during a trip.

RADAR VIEW

DEVICE MANAGEMENT
Device management is an industry term for the administration
of devices. With ‘TrackNKnow’ one can control or manage GPS
device by starting and stopping the vehicle. It also enables
tracking a battery charging status, ignition on-off status and
SOS.

DEVICE STATUS
Devices with active and inactive statuses can be managed by
users by determining the states (Running, Stopped, Idle).

TrackNKnow provides a real time top angle view of all
devices at a time on a single dashboard. The intuitive colour
legends make it easy to identify vehicles statuses on
dashboard.

EMERGENCY
ALARM SYSTEM
TrackNKnow provides an efficient notification system
empowering administrators and drivers to handle emergency
situations.

ANTITHEFT MODE
The TrackNKnow system has an anti-theft feature to stop
fraud and misuse. An I-button is used to prevent
unauthorized access to the vehicle.
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PRICING

1-20 Devices
$6 / Devices/month

21-50 Devices
$5 / Devices/month

51-100 Devices
$4 / Devices/month

100+ Devices
$3 / Devices/month
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User friendly
mobile apps
Real time track
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VISIT US
608, Pride Icon, Kharadi
Pune-411014 (India)
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CONTACT US
India Office: +91- 8956396269
USA Office: +1-855-527-6269
+1-855-5-ARNAMY

Suite1, 3050 Highland Oaks Terrace
Tallahassee, FL32301

MAIL US

WORK HOURS

sales@ArnAmy.com

Mon - Fri: 09:30 AM - 06:30 PM

Info@ArnAmy.com
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